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authenticates
B. It filters or blocks users who are not registered with the RADIUS server
C. It matches a MAC address with a specific user and updates an active-edge switchs
forwarding database
D. It filters unwanted BPDUs from flooding the RADIUS server
Answer: A
QUESTION: 49
Enterasys Port Web Authentication:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Supports on-demand policy assignment only
Is no longer supported in the Enterasys product line
Allows users to log in via an interactive HTML page
Provides guest networking by assigning unauthenticated users to a secure VLAN

Answer: C
QUESTION: 50
The Port Web Authentication URL in NetSight Atlas Policy Manager:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Is a link to an internet proxy server
Must use secureharbour as the http:// address
Is accessed automatically via the users NT login
Is an interactive HTML page which is stored locally on the switch

Answer: D
QUESTION: 51
EAPoL (Extensible Authentication Protocol Over LANs) frames:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Are VLAN-tagged
Are not VLAN-tagged
Are used by a NAS to communicate with a RADIUS server
Cannot be encrypted

Answer: B
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QUESTION: 52
In an 802.1X environment, if an end-station does not support authentication, then:
A. The authenticator provides a temporary virtual connection to the RADIUS server in
case the station is a valid user
B. The authenticators controlled port will remain in an unauthorized state, preventing the
user from accessing network resources
C. It makes no difference because the switch will authenticate the station by default
D. The switch will give the user a Guest role with limited network access
Answer: B
QUESTION: 53
Regarding roles in NetSight Atlas Policy Manager, which of the following is true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

A ports default role takes precedence over its current role
Users may inherit a ports default role if authentication fails
A ports default role and current role must match
Newly created roles must be associated with a default VLAN

Answer: B
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